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Abstract. Supersense tagging is a problem of finding a corresponding semantic
super tag (eg. Phenomenon, Act) based on syntactic information and annotated
corpora. However, we employ semantic information rather than syntactic one
and annotated corpora, because Korean language has relatively flexible
syntactic structure and is lack of annotated corpora. To construct the automatic
sense tagging system for Korean language, we use semi-supersenses of first and
second level in Sejong’s Noun Semantic Class System. We employ a hybrid
approach consisting of three phases: one morphological matching phase and
two semantic matching phases. The morphological phase is based on suffix
pattern matching which assigns compound word to the class including the suffix
word. One of the two semantic matching phases is based on concept similarity
on WordNet, and the other is based on the term similarity in term matrix
reduced by singular value decomposition (SVD). Above semantic phases are
using weighted k-Nearest Neighbor classifier commonly but are also using
different similarity metrics. In experiments, 79,103 unknown words are
extracted from 225,779 noun words from syntactic tagged corpus, and 98% of
the unknown words are addressed by our hybrid method.

1

Introduction

With the advancement and growth of Semantic Web, it is required to construct
lexical-semantic resources by converting from unstructured information expressed in
raw texts to structured view [1]. Approaches dealing with these tasks are Named
Entity Recognition (NER), identification and classification of words in a corpus with
a proper named entity type (People, Place and Organization) [2], and a Super Sense
Tagging (SST) to extend the NER system [3].
*
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Of two systems, the SST systems are recognized as better systems because of
higher recognition performance followed by broad coverage [4]. These SST
researches up to now can be divided into two approaches: supervised and
unsupervised ones. The one of the supervised approaches is a multi-class perceptron
tagger [3]. This tagger uses synonym set glosses in the Wordnet [5] as annotated
training data. The unsupervised approach brings the tagger created by [6]. This
system uses vector space similarity based on the SEXTANT system [7].
These tagging systems have been developed not only for English, but also for other
languages such as Italian [8] and Chinese [9].
Contrast to English tagger, the SST systems for other languages use different
metrics and training sets because each language has different syntactic properties and
morphological features [10].
Similarly, in this paper, we present a new method for the supersense tagging for
Korean. We should find a new method because of the following three reasons. First,
Korean has limitation of using syntactic information because of relatively free word
order, and thus its relatively flexible syntax. Second, we do not have thesaurus such as
Wordnet, which contains well-organized glosses. Finally, Korean has its own Sejong
semantic class system of noun.
What we propose is a hybrid approach consisting of three phases: one
morphological matching phase and two semantic matching phases. The
morphological phase is based on suffix pattern matching which assigns a compound
word to the class including the suffix word itself. And the semantic matching phase
has two sub-phases. One semantic matching phase is based on concept similarity on
WordNet, and the other is based on the term similarity in term matrix reduced by
singular value decomposition (SVD). Above semantic phases are all using k-Nearest
Neighbor classifier commonly but are also using different distance metrics. The
concept similarity and the term similarity are used for the metric. We calculate
the weighted sum of the k nearest words’ distances and decide the class, which is the
semi-supersense, with the highest sum as the target class.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 explains what the semisupersense tagging is. Section 3 describes multi-phase semi-supersense tagging.
Section 4 shows experiments and evaluation of our approach and concluding remarks
are discussed in section 5.

2

Semi-supersense Tagging

Semi-Supersense Tagging is to extend the English supersense system based on
Wordnet. In order to construct semi-supersenses, we extract semantic classes of first
and second level from Sejong semantic class system of noun.
Generally, English SST systems [3][6] employ 26 supersenses, “lexicographer
class” labels used in WordNet. The supersense lables that WordNet lexico-graphers
use to organize nouns are listed in Table 1 [11].
Table 1. Supersenses in WordNet

Act, animal, artifact, attribute, body, cognition, communication, event, feeling, food,
group, location, motive, object, quantity, phenomenon, plant, possession, process,
person, relation, shape, state, substance, time, tops
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However, because the number of concept is too small, a single supersense includes
too many concepts, which makes many terms losing its polysemous characteristics,
and it is difficult to distinguish terms from concepts [12]. Therefore, we replace the
26 supersenses in WordNet with 74 semi-supersenses, semantic classes extracted
from the Sejong semantic class of noun described in Table 2. The semi-supersense is
going to be the target sense when we tag the given noun terms.
Table 2. This table shows supersenses and semi-supersenses in each supersense in Sejong
semantic noun class

Supersense
Physical
Object
Group
Place
Abstract
Object
State

3

Semi-supersense

# of
Semisupersense

Physical natural object, Physical artifact, and etc.

4

Human group, Non-Human group
Ground place, Water place, and etc.

2
14

Money, Time, Method, Skill, Role, and etc.

44

Static state, Act, Incident, Phenomenon, and etc.

5

Multi-phase Semi-supersense Tagging

This section describes our multi-phases approach for semi-supersense tagging of
Korean unknown words, including one morphological matching phase and two
semantic matching phases.
Fig. 1 shows the whole process of the multi-phases for the sense tagging of
unknown nouns. ‘Out of vocabulary (OOV)’ means the nouns not included in semisupersenses of Sejong semantic class. If the OOV passes through each matching stage
and is annotated by its sense, it is registered in the semi-supersense table.
3.1

Morphological Matching Phase

The morphological matching phase is the first stage to deal with OOVs that do not
appear in semi-supersenses. For morphological matching, we find specific patterns of
nouns included in each semi-supersenses.
In case of Korean compound words, a former noun generally qualifies a latter
noun. Namely, a compound noun is a very specific form the latter noun. For example
as ‘Min-Ju-Ju-Wi (in English, ‘Democracy’) is a specific form of ‘Ju-Wi’ (in English,
‘belief’). Fig. 2 shows how the suffix ‘Ju-Wi’ is appeared in compound nouns
classified in Gai-Num (in English, ‘concept’) semi-supersense.’
Of unknown words, a word which has a pattern of a certain semi-supersense is
assigned into equivalent semi-supersense. For example, ‘Dang-Pa-Ju-Wi’ (in English,
‘exclusivism’) has a ‘Ju-Wi’ pattern of the ‘Gai-Num’ semi-supersense, and then it is
assigned into ‘Gai-Num’ semi-supersense.
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Fig. 1. The whole process of tagging phases

Fig. 2. The example of a pattern in Gai-Num semi-supersense

3.2

Semantic Matching Phase

In this section, we describe two semantic matching phases: WordNet based one and
corpus based one. We predict the semi-supersense of an unknown word by using a kNearest Neighbor (KNN) classifier.
Firstly, in order to calculate similarity between concepts in WordNet, we revise
[13]’s formula to
len(c1 , c2 )
Sim(c1 , c2 ) = − log
+k
2D
,
where D means depth of LSO(Lowest Super-Ordinate), lowest depth synset including
both concepts together, len(c1 , c2 ) is the number of nodes between concepts because

of prevention of log zero operation exception and k is a constant value which enables
all value of similarity to make a positive number, and then obtain correct weight
summation. In this paper, k is 1 because lowest value of similarity between concepts
in WordNet is -0.954.
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Fig. 3. An exceptional case when k=0

Fig. 3 is an exceptional case when k is zero. Specifically, although semantic class1(SC1) has more similar words than semantic class-2(SC2), a certain word X is
assigned to the latter class due to the fault of calculation of weight sum in SC1.
Second, in order to calculate similarity between terms in corpora, we construct
term similarity matrix reduced by singular value decomposition (SVD). We extract
n indexed terms from N documents. A document dj has n dimensions and is
represented by.

d j = w1, j , w2, j ,  , wi , j ,  , wn , j
where wi , j denotes a weight of ith element of the document d j . To take a
consideration of both global and local information, the following is the computation
of weight:
 N 
Wi , j = tfi , j ⋅ idfi = tfi , j ⋅ log  
 dfi 

(1)

In formula (1), tfi , j stands for occurrence frequency of the ith element in the given
document dj, dfi, called as a document frequency, denote the number of documents
including the ith element, and idfi is an inverse document frequency.
An initial corpus matrix Mc is constructed by considering every single d j vector as a
column vector of
vector,

Mc. Then, the row vector of

Mc represents each indexed term

t j = w1, j , w2, j ,  , wi , j ,  , wn , j
With the term-document matrix Mc that represents term knowledge in a semantic
network as a sparse matrix, we build the latent semantic kernel, using singular value
decomposition(SVD), in order to reduce its dimensionality, obtaining the most
important correlation in that knowledge. The initial matrix Mc is then transformed
into P which is used in the following formula [14].
Sim(t1 , t2 ) = cos ( PT d1 , PT d 2 ) =

d1T PPd 2
PT d1 PT d 2
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Experiment and Evaluation

4.1

Data Set
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As experiment data sets, we use 225,779 common nouns, which are extracted from a
part-of speech tagged corpus created by Electronics and Telecommunication Research
Institute [15], and the corpus has 101,602 sentences.
We firstly eliminate special symbols except for ‘_’ identifier which separate tokens
in compound nouns and not-Korean language such as pure Chinese words, English
words and numbers, and then use 197,225 nouns, not considering repetitive words.
Second, we separate compound nouns from common ones. The number of compound
and single nouns is 137,169 and 60,056 respectively.
Both single and compound nouns basically are assigned into semi-supersenses
through exact matching words stage, but when processing compound nouns, we
compare the ending segments word in compound words with member words in the
semi-supersenses. Finally, the number of unknown words is 46,289 in case of
common words, and 32,184 in case of compound words. For corpus based semantic
matching, we use news article 38,000 documents and the number of type is 280,038.
4.2

Performance Evaluation

In order to measure the accuracy or our approach, we randomly select different 100
nouns which are processed by each stage of matching, and a human assessor checks
whether assigned a semi-supersense is correct. Table 3 shows the accuracy of each
matching stage.
Table 3. Accuracy of each matching stage

Matching stage

# of wrong matching

Accuracy rate

Pattern
WordNet
Corpus

3
7
20

97%
93%
80%

Table 4 shows the ratio of solved terms in each stage. The left one is for the single
words and the right one is for the compound words.
Table 4. The coverage of each stage in tagging process

Matching stage

# of solved OOV

Ratio of solved OOV

Pattern

26756

11705

57%

36%

WordNet

4870

9527

11%

30%

Corpus

14663

10360

32%

34%
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Conclusion

We describe multi-phase semi-supersense tagging, consisting of one morphological
matching phase and two semantic matching ones. Although the characteristics of
Korean language causes difficulties regarding tagging unknown words, our approach
shows good tagging performance in terms of accuracy and coverage. Furthermore,
this technique is helpful for constructing semantic resources. However, some
unknown nouns such as proper nouns was not exactly assigned into semi-supersenses.
Therefore, in the future work, we will construct an ensemble model with various
domain-specific corpora.
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